We study the extent to which certain theorems on linear operators on field-valued matrices carry over to linear operators on Boolean matrices. We obtain analogues and near analogues of several such theorems. One of these leads us to consider linear spaces of m x n Boolean matrices whose nonzero members all have Boolean rank 1.
INTRODUCTION
Partly because of their association with nonnegative real matrices, Boolean matrices [(0, 1)-matrices with the usual arithmetic except 1-t 1 = l] have been the subject of research by many authors. Recently Kim [5] has published a compendium of results on the theory and applications of Boolean matrices.
Often, parallels are sought for results known for field-valued matrices or other rings. See e.g. de Caen and Gregory [3] , Rao and Rao [ll, 121, . and Richman and Schneider [13] .
We first study the extent to which known properties of linear operators preserving the ranks of field-valued matrices carry over to operators on Boolean matrices. 'S 59:55-77 (1984) 55 c' Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc., 1984 Suppose T is a linear operator on J/Y, the m x n matrices over an algebraically closed field F. Say that ?' is a (i) (U, V)-operutor if there exist invertible matrices U and V such that T(A) = UAV for all A in JK, or m = n and T(A) = UAtV for all A in &'.
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLZCATZOA
(ii) rank preserver if rank( T( A)) = rank(A) for all A in A. (iii) rank 1 preserver if rank(T(A)) = 1 whenever rank(A) = 1 for all A in JZ?.
The fact that (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent was established in the work of Marcus and Moyls [7, 81, Westwick [15] , and Lautemann [6] .
We obtain nearly analogous results for "linear" operators on Boolean matrices (operators that fix 0 and preserve sums), employing a particular definition of Boolean rank. Section 2 contains all definitions and other preliminaries.
Boolean-rank-l preservers are discussed in Section 3. Marcus and Moyls [B] and Westwick [15] have shown that (1.1)
Over F, T preserves rank 1 if and only if T is a (U,V)-operator.
We show that over B, although all (U,V)-operators are rank-l preservers, the converse is false. In analogy with terminology introduced in [B] , we call a family of Boolean matrices consisting of 0 and some Boolean-rank-l matrices a " Boolean-rank-l space" if it is closed under addition. Using a particular definition of Boolean dimension, we characterize Boolean (U, V)-operators in a partial analogue of (1.1).
THEOREM 3.1. T is a Boolean (U,V)-operator if and only if T is an invertible rank-l preserver if and only if T is a rank-l and rank-2 preserver which preserves the dimension of every Boolean-rank-l space.
Section 4 concerns Boolean-rank preservers. Marcus and Moyls [7] and Lautemann [6] have shown that (1.2)
Over F, T is a runk preserver if and only if T is (I (U,V )-operator.
We obtain an exact analogue for m x n Boolean matrix operators: THEOREM 4.1. Zf min(m, n) > 1, then T is a Boolean-rank preserver if and only if T is a Boolean (U, V)-vperator.
It follows from (1.1) that (1.3) Over F, T is a rank preserver if T is a rank-l preserver.
We obtain a near analogue:
THEOREM 4.2. T is a Boolean-rank preserver if T preserves Boolean ranks
1 and 2.
We present a structure theorem (Theorem 5.1) for Boolean-rank-l spaces in Section 5. This is used in Section 6 to determine the maximum cardinality c(m, n) and maximum dimension d(m, n) of Boolean-rank-l spaces of m X n The definition of Boolean dimension chosen for this paper, while providing most of the analogues sought, has some amusing consequences.
For example, a k-dimensional (Boolean) space can have a subspace of dimension exceeding k; it is known that d(1, k) is asymptotically equal to 2"4-.
In Section 2 we discuss this and other ways that consequences of such Boolean concepts differ from (or imitate) their field counterparts.
NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND OTHER PRELIMINARIES
We let A,,,,.
denote the set of all m X n matrices with entries in B = (0, l}, the two-element Boolean algebra. Arithmetic in B follows the usual rules except that 1+ 1 = 1. The usual definitions for adding and multiplying matrices apply to Boolean matrices as well. Throughout this paper we shall adopt the convention that m < n, unless otherwise specified. Also lowercase, boldface letters will represent vectors, all vectors u are column vectors (u' is a row vector), and In,, ,, denotes the matrix in A,,,,,(B) all of whose entries are 1. An n X n Boolean matrix A is said to be invertible if for some X, AX = XA = I,, where I, is the n X n identity matrix. This matrix X is necessarily unique when it exists. It is then denoted A-'. It is well known that the permutation matrices are the only invertible Boolean matrices (see e.g.
[13] or [3] or Lemma 2.5.1(d) below), and therefore A-' = A' when A is invertible. The characterization of nonsingularity given above shows that nonsingularity does not imply invertibility. Of course, invertible matrices are nonsingular.
2.3.
Subspaces, Bases, and Dimension For our purposes, we can define a Boolean vector space to be any subset of B"' [ = M,,,,(B)] containing 0 which is closed under addition. If x and y are in B"', we say x absorbs y, written x 2 y, if xi = 0 only when y,=O,forall l<igm. If V, W are vector spaces with V c W, then V is called a subspace of W.
We identify 4,,,"(B) with B n'n in the usual way when we discuss it as a Boolean vector space and consider its subspaces.
Let V be a Boolean vector space. If S is a subset of V, then (S) denotes the intersection of all subspaces of V containing S. This is a subspace of V too, called the subspace generated by S. If S= {s1,s2,...,sP}, then (S) = {Cf)=ixisi: xi E B}, the set of linear combinations of S. Note that (aa> = (0). Define the dimension of V, written dim(V), to be the minimum of the cardinalities of all subsets S of V generating V. We call a generating set of cardinality equal to dim(V) a basis of V. It is a curious fact that every Boolean vector space has only one basis. This was noted at least as far back as 1967 in [lo] , where it was stated without proof.
A subset of V is called independent if none of its members is a linear combination of the others. Evidently every basis is independent. The following proves the uniqueness of the basis and establishes the fact that every independent set is the basis for the space it generates.
LEMMA 2.3.1. Zf S is an independent subset of the Boolean vector space V, then S is contained in every subset of V generating (S).
Proof. We may assume that S f 0. Suppose (T) = (S) and T c V. Let c E S; then c is a linear combination of members of T, each of which is a linear combination of members of S. But S is independent, so c > b 2 c for some b E T. Therefore c E T. Let V= (x,y); then (x,z) and (y,z)
are two-dimensional subspaces of V, neither of which equals V.
Even more disconcerting, V can have subspaces whose dimensions exceed dim(V). For example, let V be the subspace of B4 generated by the set S of six vectors x having exactly two entries equal to 0. Then dim(V) = 6 because S is independent, even though V is subspace of a 4dimensional space. Just how big can the dimension of a subspace of B" be? For all n > 1, let /3(n) denote the maximum dimension of all subspaces of B". It 
Proof.
Let %', 9 be the bases of U and W respectively, and 9? = $? U 9. Then .98 is independent and generates UU W, so G? is a basis for U U W by n}, Er;. be them X n matrixwhose (i,j)th entry is 1 and whose other entries are all 0, and g,,,, n = { Er;" : (i, j) E A ,)I, ,~ }. The following is a useful lemma whose straightforward proof we omit.
LEMMA 2.6.1.
If A < B and b(A) = b(B) = 1, then p(A) < p(B) unless A = B.
Analogously with [8, 151, we define a subspace of M",, ,,(B) whose nonzero members have Boolean rank 1 as a rank-l space.
If A = axt is a rank-l matrix, then a and x are uniquely determined by A.
We call a the left factor, and x the right fuctor of A. Since we can write 0 as Ox' or aOt for all a and x, let us agree to say that 0 and A have a common left factor and a common right factor for any rank-l matrix A.
RANK-l-PRESERVING OPERATORS
As was mentioned in Section 1, Marcus, Moyls [8] , and Westwick [15] showed that if T is a linear operator on &Y *, .(F) (F algebraically closed) and T maps rank-l matrices to rank-l matrices (i.e., T preserves rank-l matrices) then (and only then) T is a (U,V)-operator.
This result does not hold in the Boolean case.
The following example shows that not all rank-l-preserving operators Tare of the form T(X) = UXV for some nonsingular U,V1, contrary to the situation for algebraically closed fields. Since invertible Boolean matrices are nonsingular, it also shows that not all rank-l-preserving operators T are (U,V)-operators. Suppose U and Vt are nonsingular members of A',,,,,,(B) and &Y,,"(B) respectively, and T is the operator on & nl, ,,(B) defined by T(X) = UXV for all X. Clearly T is linear. Moreover T(X) has rank 1 whenever X has rank 1: Suppose X has rank 1, so that X = abt where a # 0, b + 0. Then, T(X) = Uabt V = (Ua)( V' b)t, and since U and V ' are nonsingular, neither Ua or V t b is 0, so T(X) has rank 1. It follows that all Boolean (U,V)-operators are rank-l preservers. EXAMPLE 3.2. Suppose C is a fixed rank-l member of&,,,.(B), and T is the operator defined by T(X) = C if X # 0 and T(0) = 0.
Example 3.2 shows that for each k (1~ k < n) there is a linear operator Tk that preserves the Boolean rank of every rank-k m X n matrix but is not a (U, V )-operator when k > 1. [Just take C to be a fixed rank-k matrix; recall that (U,V)-operators preserve rank 1.1
Beasley [l] showed that for most k < n, each operator on field-valued matrices preserves the rank of rank-k matrices if and only if it is a (U, V)-operator.
We were unable to find a condition necessary and sufficient for a Boolean operator to preserve the rank of all rank-l matrices, so the Boolean analogue of the work of Marcus, Moyls, and Westwick mentioned in Section 1, characterizing the rank-l preservers, remains to be discovered. We have, however, found two conditions, one necessary (but not sufficient), and the other sufficient (but not necessary), which are of some help in constructing examples. These are described in the next few paragraphs.
Suppose T is a linear operator on A,,,,,,(B). Let .!Zi = { T( Eik): 1~ k < n } and qj= {T(Ekj): l<k<m} for l<i<mand l< j<n.
LEMMA 3.1. T preserves the rank of all rank-l matrices only if there exist rank-l spaces R i and C j such that gi G R i and FZj c C j for all 1~ i < 'rn and 1< j&n.
Proof. Suppose T preserves the rank of all m X n Boolean rank-l matrices. Then as { Eii 1~ j< n } is in the rank-l space Vi of all A E d,,,, .(B) whose nonzero entries all lie in its ith row, it follows that 9Zi c T(V,). But T(V,) is also a rank-l space. Therefore, T(V, ) will serve for Ri of the conclusion. Similarly for C j n Although useful for constructing examples, Lemma 3.1's condition is not sufficient: If we add the hypothesis that T preserves the dimension of any rank-l space (unlike matrices over fields, for which this is always true of rank-l preservers), then the conclusion is much more restrictive, as we shall see in Theorem 3.1.
LEMMA 3.3.
Zf T is a linear operator on A,,,"(B)
that preserves the dimension of all rank-l spaces, then the restriction of T to the rank-l matrices is injective or T reduces the rank of some rank-2 matrix to 1. 
Proof. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 show that (a) implies (c). Statement (b) implies (a) by Corollary 3.3. So it suffices to show that (c) implies (b). Any operator T that satisfies (c) is invertible; in fact T ~ '(
S UC operators are clearly rank-l preservers. The rest h is implied by Lemma 2.4.2. n
BOOLEAN RANK PRESERVERS
The following is true for operators T on m x n matrices over an algebraically closed field F. It characterizes the rank-preserving operators (see Marcus and Moyls [7] or Lautemann [6] ). Zf 2' is a linear operator on A,,,,,,(B) with m > 1, and T is not invertible but preserves the rank of rank-l matrices, then T decreases the rank of some rank-2 matrix.
Proof.
By the proof of Corollary 3.3, T is not injective on J%" so 
T(X) = T(Y)

Then T is a rank preserver if and only if T is a (U, V )operutor.
Proof Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.2 prove the necessity of the condition given for rank preservation. To prove the sufficiency, we invoke the characterization of b(A) quoted in Section 2.1: b(A) is the least integer k for which k rank-l matrices whose sum is A exist. Therefore b(L(A)) < b(A) whenever L is a linear rank-l preserver. Now each (U, V )-operator and its inverse are rank-l preservers, so such operators preserve all ranks. n THEOREM 4.2.
Suppose T is a linear operator on A,,,,,(B).
Then T is a rank preserver if (and only if) T preserves the ranks of all rank-l and rank-2 matrices.
Proof.
We may assume m > 1. If T preserves ranks 1 and 2, then T is invertible (by Lemma 4.2) and hence a rank preserver by Theorems 3.1 and 3.4. n Thinking of a Boolean matrix M as a zero-one matrix over a field, the (field) rank of M is 1 if and only if b(M) = 1, and the field rank of M is 2 only if b(M) = 2. This proves the following. COROLLARY 4.1.
Suppose T is a linear operator on A,,,"(B).
Then 1 preserves the Boolean rank of all matrices if it preserves the field rank of rank-l and field rank-2 zero-one m x n matrices.
THE STRUCTURE OF BOOLEAN-RANK-l SPACES
In analogy with Marcus and Moyls [8] and Westwick [15] , define a subspace of A?,,,.(B) h w ose nonzero members have Boolean rank-l as a (Boolean-) rank-l space.
It can be shown that there are only two kinds of rank-l spaces in d,,,,,,(F).
They are of the form {ax':x E S} for some subspace S of F" or of the form {yb': y E T} for some subspace T of F'". We call the former "left factor spaces" and the latter "right factor spaces." Therefore, rank-l spaces of matrices over a field are just the factor spaces.
The structure of Boolean rank-l matrices turns out to be only slightly more complicated. We show that every rank-l space V contains a unique set of d > 1 factor spaces {W,,W,,..., W,} whose union is V, whose pairwise intersections are {0}, and which are sequentially absorbed, each by the next: w,<w,<... < W,. (Recall that U < W means that u < w for all u in U and all nonzero w in W.)
Suppose V is a Boolean rank-l space and A = ax' is any nonzero member of V. LEMMA 5.1. lf A is in a rank-l space V, then A > B for all B E L(A) or A > C for all C E R(A).
Proof.
If the contrary holds, then it can be shown that b(B + C) > 1 for some B E L(A) and C E R(A). w Applying Lemma 2.6.1, we can obtain the following corollary. (1) Leti=OandV,=V. where p(k) is (as in Section 2.3) the maximum dimension of all subspaces of Bk if k > 1. We define p(O) = 0 for convenience. In our previous discussion of p, we pointed out that P(k)/2kdm tends to 1 as k + oo. We'll prove our results inductively using the structure theorem of Section 5. First, some notation.
If V is a rank-l space, let M(V) be the sum of its members. Let l(V) and r(V) denote the left and right factors respectively of M(V). Let Z(V) = 11(V)/ and r(V) = (r(V)I.
LEMMA 6.1.
(a) If V is a left factor space, then IV1 < 2'(v) and dim(V) < &r(V)).
(b) If V is a right factor space, then [VI < 21cv) and dim(V) =G @l(V)).
Proof. Part (a): Let 3 = {y E B": l(V)y' E V}; then V is a subspace of B" isomorphic to V. Let r = r(V). Now y Q r(V) for all y in V, so V is isomorphic to a subspace of B'. Therefore IV1 < 2' and dim(V) < fl( r). This establishes (a). 
By induction on p(V), the perimeter of M(V). Lemma 6.1 implies that (6.2) holds for all factor spaces. In particular, if p(V) < 3, then (6.2) holds for V. Suppose that (6.2) holds for all rank-l spaces Y with 3 < p(Y) < p(V).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that V is not a factor space. with equality holding in at most one of these expressions. This is because
Case 1: g = r(V). Suppose that W is a left factor space. If j= r(U), then by (6.3) and Lemma (6.2) IVJ G2j+2g-j+2k-1+c-2, for all nonnegative integers x and y. Therefore fi( j) + p( g -j) < p(g) and /3(k -l)+ 1~ /3(k) < P(h -1). Thus dim(V) satisfies (6.2) when h > k. If h = k then g > j by (6.4) and e = 0, so (6.5) and (6.6) imply that dim(V) satisfies (6.2). Thus (6.2) is satisfied when j= r(U). If j= Z(U), then by (6.3) and Lemma 6.2, lvI~2j+2g-k+2k-1+~-2, dim(V)<P(j)+P(g-k)+P(k-l)+e, (6.7)
where e = 1 if h > j and E = 0 if h = j. Now g > k. Otherwise we would have g = k, contradicting (6.4). Thus
Also
Since the sequences { 29 -29 ' } and { p( 4) -/?( o -1)} are monotonically increasing, it follows that (6.2) is satisfied when j= Z(U). Suppose W is a right factor space and j= r(U); then [WI < 2h ~ k + e and dim(W)~P(h-k)+E,where~=lifg>jand~=Oifg=j(byasymmetric version of Lemma 6.2 for right factor spaces). We have IV 1 < (2j + 2k 1 -1) + (2'*pk+~)-1.
If h=k, then g>j, so IVI<2g+2"p1-1.
If h>k, we've seen, so 2k -' $ 2g ~ ' -1 and P(k -1) d p(g)-1. Therefore IV1 < 2h +29-i -1 and dim(V) < /3(h)+ &g -1). We noted above that these inequalities imply (6.2). Case 2: g = Z(V). Let X' = {X': X E X}; then X' is isomorphic to X, Z(X)= r(X'), and r(X)= Z(Xt). We have r(V') > Z(U') in this case, so by Proof.
In view of Lemma 6.1 it is sufficient to exhibit rank-l spaces of m x n matrices achieving the bounds.
Let e be the first column of the m X m identity matrix and X = {y E B"'\e:y > e}U{O}. Let U= {ez':zEB"}, W= {xJln: x=X}, and G=UUW.
Then G is a rank-l space because U < W, and JG) = 2" + 2"' ' -1 because U f' W = (0). Let P be a subspace of B" of dimension p(n), and Y a subspace of X of dimension R(m -1). Let R = {ez':z E P}, S = {yJ1,:y E Y}, and H = RUS. Then H is a rank-l space because R < S and dim(H) = /3(n)+ /3( m -1) by Lemma 2.3.2 because R n S = (0). 
